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DELUX
Stainless Steel Foldable Bar Series

Features and Benefits
•Easy 1 minute setup, no tools required
•70% space saving in storage/transportation mode
•100% stainless steel
•Working surfaces (shelves and top), front and side panels made of food grade #304 stainless steel
•Three bar top positions allow for joining multiple bars in a long continuous bar, or to setup a single 
bar flush with a wall
•Available with integrated double-layered ice bin keeping the ice free of water, or with a standard sink
•Amazing 3d holographic lighting effect, remote control of light colors and special effects
•Interior workspace has dimmable white LED light (DELUX-RGB only)
•Green Product: 99.9% made of recyclable materials and low energy consumption LED lighting
•Can be carried through doors, narrow hallways, small elevators and in most cars
•Adjustable legs allow for full stability on uneven floors
•Lighting system remote control support fixed inside the bar for secure storage
•All LED lights: life expectancy of 10,000 hours, low power consumption, can run on a battery
•Only high-end materials and electronic components used
•Includes heavy duty black vinyl protection pouches for main frame and bar top
•Engineered for work efficiency and comfort with optimized dimensions and configuration
•Brushed stainless steel can be repaired and damaged parts can be replaced to extend product’s life
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Models
DELUX
DELUX-RGB
DELUX-BIN
DELUX-SINK
DELUX-RGB-BIN

DELUX-RGB-SINK

Base Model
Integrated Holographic RGB Lighting System
Integrated Waterfree Ice Bin
Integrated Sink (sink only, no faucet)
Integrated Waterfree Ice Bin and Holographic 
RGBW Lighting System
Integrated Sink and Holographic RGBW Lighting

Integrated Waterfree Ice Bin Integrated Sink Integrated Holographic RGB Lighting

Three Top Positions & Continuous Bars
Three bar top positions allow for multiple 
configurations. Single bars are normally 
setup in ‘center’ position, but can also 
be setup in ‘left’ or ‘right’ position if flush 
with a wall.

Two bars can be joined together by setting 
them in ‘left’ and ‘right’ positions. In 
order to join three or more bars, shorter 
Continuous Bar Tops are required for each 
central section.
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Space Saver & 
Quick Assembly

DELUX Portable Bars can be 
disassembled and reassembled in 
one minute, without tools, allowing for 
a 70% space saving in storage and/
or transportation. It can be carried 
through smaller doors, narrow 
hallways, on rooftops and in most 
standard cars.

Custom Branding Option
DELUX Portable Bar can be branded with 
logos and letters. We apply laser-cut 
stainless steel letters on the bar front, 
for a classy and spectacular look day 
and night. Letters can also be coated in 
specific colors.

The holographic lighting effect creates 
an illusion of light lines curving inside the 
front panel, behind the logo.
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Technical Specifications

Code

DELUX

DELUX-RGB
DELUX-BIN
DELUX-SINK
DELUX-RGB-BIN

DELUX-RGB-SINK

Description

Base. Includes main frame, bar top, top shelve and speed rail. Comes with black vinyl protection 
pouches to protect main frame and bar top in transportation and storage.
Base + integrated 3d holographic lighting system, white + RGB, with remote control.
Base + integrated double-layered waterfree ice bin.
Base + integrated sink only, no faucet.
Base + integrated double-layered waterfree ice bin and 3d holographic lighting system, white + RGB, 
with remote control.
Base + integrated sink only (no faucet) and 3d holographic lighting system, white + RGB, with 
remote control.

Dimensions and Weight

Total Assembled Weight

Storage Space (L x W x H)

Shipping

Box Dimensions (L x W x H)

Total Packaged Weight

Continuous Bar Length

2 Bars (Left - Right)

3 Bars (Left - C - Right)

4 Bars (Left - C - C - Right)

Each additional bar

116 lbs (53 kg)

38” x 9” x 46”

41” x 13” x 52”

146 lbs

92”

130”

168”

add 38”

Lighting System
All LED lights: life expectancy of 10,000 hours, low power consumption, can run on a battery.
Front lighting is RGBW, integrated in bar top. Dimmer, color and transition effects controlled with remote.
Worspace lighting is white only and controlled by a manual interrupter/dimmer wheel.
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Architect Specs
The portable bar shall be a DELUX, manufactured in Montreal, Qc, Canada by BEST Portable Bars, a 
division of Avec Flair Bar Solutions Inc. It shall be entirely made of stainless steel. The bar top, front, sides, 
workspace shelf and speed rail shall be constructed of food grade #304 stainless steel. Top shall have 
3 pre-set positions for left, center and right installation. The top, shelf, and bottle rack (speed rail) shall 
be removable and the bar frame shall be foldable. Disassembling and reassembling the bar shall be easy, 
with no tools required. Once disassembled, the bar shall allow for 70% of floor space storage, and shall 
be easy to carry in door frames, narrow halls and standard elevators. Black vinyl heavy duty protection 
pouches shall be included for safe handling of the bar frame and bar top. Shall be available with or 
without integrated double-layered water-free ice bin or sink. All models shall be available with optional 3d 
holographic RGBW LED lighting system controlled by means of a remote and a manually dimmable white 
LED workspace light, both integrated in the bar top.

Optional Accessories

Code

DELUX-TOP-38
DELUX-TOP-38-RGB

DELUX-SHELF

Description

Continuous bar top used on central sections when joining 3 or more bars. 38” long
Continuous bar top with integrated 3d holographic lighting system, white + RGB, with remote 
control
Extra bottom shelf for additional storage in the DELUX portable bar, made in food grade #304 
stainless steel


